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When preparing to display Leonardo Da Vinci’s painting Ginevra de’ Benci at the National 
Gallery of Art’s exhibition Verrocchio: Sculptor and Painter of Renaissance Florence, I was 
tasked with not only reframing the double-sided panel painting but also remounting it from its 
well-known large baffle display to a freestanding pedestal. 
 
The previous freestanding baffle display of the painting offered a wealth of space to construct 
within to view the work successfully. It provided both a secure structure for mounting the 
framed painting and interior space to accommodate all of the workings of the two frames and 
security systems hidden inside. 
 
In addition, the baffle offered stability but, with its massive presence, separated the other side 
of this double-sided work creating the effect of seeing a separate painting once you reached 
the other side of the wall. 
 
The proposed new installation offered none of the amenities of the baffle on its surface but did 
promise something greater; viewing the painting in the round for the first time and seeing it as 
a singular work. 
 
My approach to solving this problem was to separate it into two distinct tasks; reframing and 
mounting.  The reframing could only come after the first task of mounting was solved. I 
accomplished this by creating a stainless steel encasement around the panel painting mounted 
in a secure structure built into the pedestal. Once the priceless work was housed in the steel 
case and mounted, I carved and gilded two identical frames but fabricated them without 
rabbets.  The frames, now thinner than they usually would be, hang over the painting secured 
to the mount with magnets, never touching the work itself. 
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